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Small farm productivity is key to economic 
growth and wealth creation in Africa

�Agriculture represents the largest economic sector in most African 
countries and remains the greatest opportunity for economic 
growth.

�Rural smallholder farmers in Africa, mostly women, remain trapped 
in a cycle of poverty

� 70% of rural farmers operate in full or semi subsistence mode, 
employing traditional low productivity farming techniques

�The system of finance, production, marketing, and distribution of 
produce from small farms is inefficient, leeching away income and 

profits from all participants in the transaction chain, but particularly 
from  the farmer herself.

�The key players for vibrant sector are mostly present- large scale 
buyers, processors, research institutions, input suppliers, 
transporters, banks and farmers, but no linkage, networking 
platform.

 
 

 

 

Sub Saharan Africa has the highest level of poverty in the world . 
70% of the continent’s population live in rural areas, the majority 
living on less than a dollar a day. Small scale farms account for 
over 90% of the production however per capita food production 
has fallen every tear since 1962  

Rural smallholders, mostly women, remain trapped in a cycle of 
poverty related to the poor financial performance of their small 
farm businesses. To begin with, their farms are not reaching their 
full productivity potential. Farmers often grow the wrong mix of 
crops to fully exploit opportunities in the agricultural markets. As 
well, these farmers suffer from their inability to purchase the 
needed farm inputs required to maximize the quantity and quality 
of their crop yields. And, underperforming farmers are often 
unaware of simple, techniques for effectively boosting the 
productivity of their farms. 

Agriculture represents the largest economic sector in most African 
countries and remains the greatest opportunity for economic 
growth and poverty alleviation, both at a national and a household 
level. Research confirms conventional wisdom and grassroots 
opinion that it is financial and market constraints that inhibit 
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sector growth, particularly among rural smallholder farmers, most 
living at or below the poverty line. In Kenya, these constraints are 
particularly frustrating; because the key players required for a 

vibrant smallholder agricultural sector are present − commercial 
banks, large-scale produce buyers, farm input suppliers, 
transporters, and the smallholders themselves. 

One critical factor inhibiting the development of this potentially 
healthy sector is missing, namely a supply management system for 
intermediating the flow of information and financial transactions 
among partners engaged in the production, financing, and 
marketing of agricultural produce.  

Banks and MFIs have experimented with crop financing and farm 
input loans and have experienced poor repayment rates, and high 
transaction costs. Exporters have ventured into smallholder group 
extension activity and out grower credit schemes with mixed 
results to ensure reliable supplies of produce for their core 
business of export marketing. Finally, smallholder self-help groups 

and cooperatives − powerful organizations for information sharing 

and produce aggregation − have proven to be unreliable vehicles 
for basic financial services such as credit provision, payment 
distribution, or savings mobilization.  

Thus, while there is a demand for this networking service it is clear 
that only an independent cross-cutting organization, focused on 
this niche as the core business, can successfully deliver services 
and scale to truly break through the financial and marketing 
constraints that cripple the sector’s development. 

The organization targeting this opportunity would need to 
structure itself largely as an information network, based on a 
standardized set of rules and processes, tracking large volumes of 
data and triggering disparate financial transactions, and acting as a 
secure gateway of data and funds for participants in the 
agricultural sector. In abstract, the concept parallels existing 
virtual networks such as Visa or ATM networks, more recent e-
commerce exchanges such as EBay, or even equity or commodities 

exchanges − financial intermediation platforms for structuring and 
executing various types of common business transactions.  
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�PRIDE AFRICA has been 
successful over the past 15 years 

developing and implementing  a 
scalable micro lending model for 
the informal sector- 90 branch 
network serving over 180,000 in 

the region

�Microfinance works and poor 

proven bankable but  only in urban 
and peri urban areas

�Current focus on developing a 
savings led financial and service 
model for small holder farmers

�Design and embed a distributed 

ICT enabled platform linking 
financial and non financial 
services for value chain actors

PRIDE AFRICA 

NETWORK

 

 PRIDE AFRICA (PA) was an early pioneer in introducing the 
group solidarity Microfinance model in East and Southern Africa 
through a 5 MFIs in over 60 branches in Tanzania, Uganda, 
Zambia, Malawi and Kenya serving over 180,000 plus clients. Now 
successful independent entities, PA has taken on a Research and 
Development role, concentrating on developing new ideas, 
products and platforms to mainstream the poor consistent with its 
mission of creating a commercially sustainable financial and 
information services network in Africa.  The strategic focus is on 
three key areas:  

Developing a commercially viable savings led financial model for 
smallholder farmers that can be widely shared and replicated in 
partnership with commercial banks, financial intermediaries 
and the private sector. 

Designing and implementing a commercial ICT based information 
exchange platform to promote financial and non-financial 
transactions linking markets, micro entrepreneurs, smallholder 
farmers and the formal sector. 

Working as part of a global partnership to develop and promote 
standards and technology to take Microfinance to scale and 
bring the poor into the formal markets through wealth creation. 
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DRUMNET. 

DrumNet was launched in late 2002 to deliver a set of critical 
business support services directly to the African smallholder 
farmer The model is being developed in a generic plug and play 
fashion such that it can be widely and rapidly replicated through 
any participating cooperative society, Microfinance Institution or 
bank. The organization targeting this opportunity would need to 
structure itself largely as an information network, based on a 
standardized set of rules and processes, tracking large volumes of 
data and triggering disparate financial transactions, and acting as a 
secure gateway of data and funds for participants in the 
agricultural sector. In abstract, the concept parallels existing 
virtual networks such as Visa or ATM networks, more recent e-
commerce exchanges such as EBay, or even equity or commodities 

exchanges − financial intermediation platforms for structuring and 
executing various types of common business transactions.  

DrumNet - a new paradigm

• Inspired by the VISA model to build owner user transaction 

based membership platform for rapid scale and replication

• DrumNet is a bridging mechanism to facilitate interaction 
between buyers, sellers and financiers to add value to their 

business transactions

• DrumNet links commercial banks, smallholder farmers, and 

retails providers of farm inputs through a cashless micro-credit 

program

 

The DrumNet Model    

The genesis of DrumNet is the VISA credit card model. VISA is an 
automated facilitation and transaction service which acts as the 
regulator of all stakeholders to ensure that each complies with, 
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and individually and collectively benefit from, the agreed rules 
and conditions for use of the VISA service. 

Designed as a supply chain information and transaction platform, 
DrumNet facilitates a network of interactions and transactions 
among rural smallholder farmers, commercial banks, large-scale 
buyers of farm products, produce transporters, field agents, and 
suppliers of farm inputs. The platform formalizes relationships, 
enforces rules, keeps records, and drives the secure flow of funds 
among network participants. The DrumNet platform manages 
network data and allows participants to transact with each other 
and focus on core competencies without the traditional 
inconveniences and inefficiencies common to the agricultural 
sector. 

DrumNet links commercial banks, smallholder farmers, and retail 
providers of farm inputs through a cashless micro-credit program. 
Farmers, organized into co-guaranteed solidarity groups, are able 
to access required farm inputs (seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, etc) at 
local participating stockists through an established line of credit 
using their DrumNet Mobile phone identifier. The stockists, 
trained in basic DrumNet record keeping, submit virtual receipts 
to DrumNet through their mobile phone and are paid in two week 
cycles into their bank account through the DrumNet system.At 
harvest time, DrumNet deducts principal and interest payments 
from farmer net returns, tracks credit history and enforces group 
guarantees, if required. The participating bank is shielded from the 
complexity of these many small transactions as it simply opens a 
single line of credit in DrumNet’s Master Account, receiving 
regular principal and interest payments from DrumNet from this 
revolving account. 

 DrumNet: provides the ICT platform through which all financial 
transactions take place and the communications platform, using 
mobile phones and SMS and email, that informs and enables the 
parties to do business together. In particular, DrumNet acts as the 
intermediary between producers and buyers to negotiate contracts 
and, through the TAs, ensures that farmers grow in accordance 
with the requirements of the buyers. All payments from buyers 
pass through DrumNet accounts at the bank, thus enabling buyers 
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to focus on their core competencies rather than dealing with the 
complexities of field production. 

In addition to micro-credit services, the DrumNet platform links 
large-scale buyers, farmers, transporters, and field agents through 
an integrated marketing and payment system. Before farmers 
plant crops, DrumNet negotiates contractual arrangements 
between buyers and farmers, and at harvest time coordinates 
produce aggregation, grading, and transportation through 
agreements with local field agents and transporters. Immediately 
following a successful transaction, data is entered into DrumNet 
systems, and a set of bank account transfers are triggered to pay 
the participating farmers, agents, and transactions.  

 

The integration of these two processes is the real value of the 
model. Farmers are able to access both credit and markets through 
their interactions with DrumNet, paying off loans with their farm 
produce proceeds. Large-scale buyers are freed from the 
requirement of managing cumbersome transaction intensive credit 
programs to ensure reliable supplies of product. Instead they write 
a single check to DrumNet every month. Stockists can access new 
customers without the requirement of selling products on short-
term credit.  

 

Banks are able to tap into a currently inaccessible market for 
savings and credit while avoiding high transaction costs. For all 
participants, payments take place in a convenient timeframe, 
mostly in a cashless manner, increasing security and accuracy. By 
acting as the hub in this complex network of relations and 
transactions, DrumNet allows all members to focus on core 
businesses and to use the network to intermediate the flow of 
information funds.  

The DrumNet model alleviates the challenges faced by commercial 
financial institutions servicing small amounts of savings and credit 
to myriad dispersed rural smallholder farmers. Providing credit to 
farmers in the context of negotiated contracts for specific crops 
with large-scale buyers, participating banks are more confident 
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that loans will not default due to poor crop selection or inability to 
source appropriate markets on the part of the farmer. By 
controlling the flow of funds related to produce sale and farmer 
repayment, DrumNet can ensure that farm revenues go 
immediately to loan repayment. Additionally, a credit 
enhancement facility, managed by DrumNet systems, provides an 
additional level of security in the case of member dropout or crop 
failure. For banks, transaction costs are low, as the entire credit 
process occurs with nearly no involvement of their front-line staff.  

The linkage between the banking partner and DrumNet is the key 
component of the model. DrumNet, as the transaction broker, is 
not designed to handle cash, directly provide capital, or generate 
interest income. Rather, it has developed a set of procedures and 
information systems for accurately tracking and triggering 
transactions that occur between participants, saving each 
participant from unnecessary details. To complete the actual 
financial transactions, DrumNet produces a set of simple intra-
branch account transfers for the bank’s back office staff to key in 
and execute between DrumNet controlled accounts and accounts 
opened by farmers, stockists, transporters, and buyers. In the 
future, this link between DrumNet systems and bank systems 
could be electronic, but even in this paper-based interface, the 
time-savings and risk-control are significantly increased. 
 
 The central focus of DrumNet’s financial service is the pooling of 
farmers savings Transaction Insurance Fund (TIF)with emphasis 
on linking savings performance with access to credit facilities in 
much the same way as debit cards are used in developing 
countries. Farmers’ groups whose financial requirements have 
passed the DrumNet loan limits shall be assisted and connected to 
commercial banks using their credit history and the guarantee 
fund as leverage for their entry to the formal financial sector. 
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The model creates efficiencies and allows participants to enter 
markets or improve access to partners.

BanksBanks

SuppliersSuppliers

� Suppliers alerted to 

upcoming Farmer 
demand for products

� Full transparency and 
market data for all 
participants

� Banks shielded from complexity of 
managing large number of farm 
input loans

� Repayment risks reduced with 
connection to produce payments

� Buyers access predictable 
supplies of produce without 

significant field mobilization

� Disintermediation of 
traditional brokers, resellers, 

and traders

BuyersBuyers

FarmerFarmer

� Farmers grow under structured 

contracts with Buyers

� All financial transaction occur on 

cashless basis

 
 
DrumNet works on the basis of a series of contracts between 
DrumNet and the four stakeholders along the supply chain, 
namely producers, buyers, input suppliers/stockists and banks. 
The contracts involving buyers and producers are at the centre of 
the proposition. In summary, the roles and responsibilities of the 
stakeholders are as follows: 
  
Farmers: The DrumNet model is built on the structural framework 
of a Farmers Group, (which may take various forms, such as a Self-
Help Group (SHG), Farmer Field School (FSS) or Cooperative 
Society (Coop)). The Group brings together 20 -100 farmers in the 
same area around 5 - 20 Transaction Points and organised into 
clusters of at least five members each, which are self-selected and 
which cross-guarantee one another. The focus is to identify and 
work with farmers, especially women that have experience in 
producing and marketing crops for sale and who particularly 
require access to credit, information and markets.  
 
A Group contracts to grow and produce the variety of the crop 
required by the buyer and to follow such agronomic practices as 
are set down by the buyer. Farmers take production loans in the 
form of inputs, provide the necessary security required by banks 
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and repay loans through crop sales. Individual farmers who do 
not meet their contractual obligations are ejected from the Group.   
 
Each Group must open a bank account with the participating bank 
through which all payments can be made, thus creating a cashless 
system. Individual farmer payments (net sales proceeds after all 
deductions) can be paid out in cash, but cash is withdrawn from 
the bank at group level to reduce transaction costs. Each member 
is required to contribute to a Transaction Insurance Fund (TIF) of 
25 percent of the value of loans, which acts as a security for the 
loan, and demonstrates commitment and begins the process of 
members’ understanding of and compliance with DrumNet 
regulations. 
 
Transaction Agent (TA): is elected by and serves a number of 
groups and is approved by DrumNet to supervise each 
Transaction Point. Over time, DrumNet trains the TA. The TA is 
the main point of contact between DrumNet and farmers and is 
responsible for liaising between groups and DrumNet to assist 
DrumNet to secure contracts with buyers before planting, acting as 
the information and communication source for DrumNet, input 
suppliers and buyers during production, carrying out group 
banking operations, and coordinating harvesting, grading, 
packaging and delivery in accordance with the contracts with 
buyers. The role of the TA at harvest is critical to ensure that 
farmers deliver the quantities, packaging and qualities agreed. The 
TA earns performance based commissions, ultimately paid for by 
the Groups he services. 
 
The producer value proposition is access to a reliable 
market/buyer and a source of finance to take advantage of the 
market opportunity. Groups are essential to keep transaction 
costs manageable. 
 
Buyer: is the key actor in the network, providing the market 
opportunities and contracts with farmers for production, harvest 
and the means of transportation and delivery of produce. Buyers 
establish the amounts of crop to be planted and volumes to be 
harvested, quality and grading standards, the prices to be paid 
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and expected delivery schedules, all in advance of the planting 
season. Buyers are required to organise collection points where 
farmers can bring their produce, have it weighed and (initially) 
graded and arrange the necessary transport. Ownership of the 
crop changes hands on collection and buyers pay half the agreed 
price on collection, with the balance on receipt at the buyers’ 
premises following quality checks.1/ 
 
The value proposition for buyers is access to trained and reliable 
farmers, using supply chains and quality control systems that will 
deliver predictable quantities and qualities as required and on a 
timely basis. 
 
Input Suppliers/Stockists: are (expected to be) located close to 
target farmers and are responsible for supplying inputs to them in 
accordance with the requirements set down by the buyers, through 
DrumNet. Input Suppliers are required to adopt the DrumNet 
credit system of supplying approved inputs to farmers, submitting 
invoices to DrumNet and being paid directly by DrumNet from 
Group approved lines of credit. Input Suppliers do not conduct 
cash transactions with DrumNet farmer groups.  
 
The value proposition for Input Suppliers is that they no longer 
are required to take the credit risk for supply of inputs to 
smallholder farmers and can increase their local market share as a 
trusted link in the network. 
 
Banks: Banks provide loans to farmers for the purchase of inputs 
and provide transactional banking services to all stakeholders to 
pay stockists for inputs, recover loans and interest from buyer 
payments and credit farmer accounts with the surpluses.2/ Banks 
can also offer additional financial products and services to farmer 
group members but these lie outside the DrumNet network.  
 

                                                
1/  It is not entirely clear to us who should be normally responsible for the supply of packaging materials, 

including sacks. DrumNet identified this as a problem during the pilot; and this matter needs to be 

incorporated into the contracts and pricing models. 
2/ To date, PA has made credit available to farmer members, rather than any bank, because no bank has been willing 

to take the risks associated with such unsecured lending. The partner bank, Equity Bank, has only provided the 

partners the banking services to facilitate all the transactions.  
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The value proposition for banks is access to a virtually untapped 
client base on a cost effective wholesale basis that also provides 
effective diversification of risk. 
 

Self Help Groups
<Transaction Agents>Stockist

Buyer/

Transporter BANK

 

Farmer Credit Reference Bureau: The DrumNet Farmers 
Referencing System is an identification and tracking service, which 
assesses members’ likelihood of fulfilling their service and credit 
commitments, including details of their previous produce delivery 
contracts, payment patterns and debts over a given period. 
DrumNet is designing a comprehensive centralised database to 
track and hold information/files on members that will serve as a 
foundation for a Farmers Reference Bureau. The objective is to 
provide a transparent basis for ranking and assessing the 
performance and credit profiles of farmer group members. The 
rating determines the farmer’s access to financial services and 
credit levels.3/  

DrumNet: provides the ICT platform through which all financial 
transactions take place and the communications platform, using 
mobile phones and SMS and email, that informs and enables the 

                                                
3/  

The rating system is an enhancement modelled on PA’s prior experience over the past 15 years in the 
informal sector. 
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parties to do business together. In particular, DrumNet acts as the 
intermediary between producers and buyers to negotiate contracts 
and, through the TAs, ensures that farmers grow in accordance 
with the requirements of the buyers. All payments from buyers 
pass through DrumNet accounts at the bank, thus enabling buyers 
to focus on their core competencies rather than dealing with the 
complexities of field production. 
 
The system is centered on a coherent and seamless transaction 
platform using mobile phones and an interactive database with 
paper based back up systems. The goal is that each farmer group 
can be linked to the other actors in the value chain in a rapid and 
economical manner.  
 
Creating such a system in rural communities for smallholder 
farmers with minimal infrastructure support is particularly 
challenging. The need for quality control and physical presence 
reduces the possibility of a completely virtual network. However, 
with an appreciation for the realities of conducting business in 
rural communities, the opportunity for such a network remains 
viable, replicable and eventually sustainable.  
 

UNIQUE ASPECTS of the SYSTEM 

Provision of input financing to smallholders that is recovered 
through subsequent crop sales is a well known practice. It has 
been applied successfully for many years in diverse environments, 
most commonly for commodity crops - sugar, tea, coffee and 
tobacco. Banks and input suppliers have also been involved in 
these systems. However, these systems are:  

• characterised by bilateral linkages between the various 
parties; 

• commonly led by the buyers; and 

• limited to products that have a dominant (usually single) 
sales outlet and limited, lower value alternative sales 
channels. 
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DrumNet’s approach is different in that it acts as the intermediary 
between all parties and facilitates the full range of relationships 
and communications flows between the parties that are necessary 
for each to achieve its commercial objectives. These include the 
following.  

• Farmers are able to access inputs on credit and new markets 
for their production, repaying loans with the sales proceeds 
of their produce and increasing their incomes. 

• Farmers are able to build up a recognised credit history and 
rating that can be used to secure subsequent financial 
services elsewhere.  

• Buyers deal with TAs who will address quality and 
regulatory requirements, rather than incurring the high 
transaction costs involved with buying from individual 
smallholders, including management of field operations. 

• Buyers can focus on their core competencies. 

• Buyers can diversify their sources of supply, thus spreading 
risk. 

• Input suppliers and stockists can access new customers 
without being always obliged to sell on short term (and 
potentially risky) credit terms. 

• Banks can enter this market without incurring high 
transaction costs and with greater confidence, because in 
effect their customers are pre-screened (by DrumNet). 
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Seller
(SHGs) Buyer

Contract (Period/Qty/Qlty/Pricing)

DrumNet Transactions

BanksBanks

transport grading processing

◄
Produce Paym

ent

TIFTIF

◄
LoC/P

roduce P
mt DN Commission

Guarantee 
Funds

packaging warehousing
Processing

Marketing

 

DrumNet generates revenue from transaction fees and 
commissions, as does any other financial intermediation platform. 
Because DrumNet maintains a physical presence in the community 
it serves, these commissions are higher than truly virtual electronic 
networks. DrumNet systems typically deduct a 10% service charge 
from the gross proceeds of every marketing transaction facilitated 
by the system prior to the disbursement of net funds back to the 
farmer. In addition, a fee for managing the credit program on 
behalf of the participating bank is collected.  
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Growth Plan   

The DrumNet Growth Plan

� DrumNet researched and  developed the model 

in the Mt Kenya region of Kenya. Sponsored 
largely by IDRC and other donors produced 
World Bank Study proving that DrumNet 
services have positive impact (2003-2006)

� Phase two will be an expansion project targeting 
20,000 sunflower farmers in Western with BIDCO 

and Equity Bank.(2007-2008)

� Currently negotiation a major linkage with UNGA 

and Farmer Field Schools for the marketing of 
Sweet 

� The vision is a wide spread distributed network 
of partners sharing and improving this DrumNet 
platform. 

� The goal is facilitating marketing, financial, and 
Information transactions to directly stimulate 
wealth creation and economic integration of 
small farmers, especially women, in Africa

      
PRIDE AFRICA plans to grow the DrumNet network aggressively, 
linking smallholder farmers to commercial financial service 
providers, farm input suppliers, and agricultural buyers 
throughout Kenya, East Africa and eventually the entire continent. 
To meet these requirements, its growth must be cost effective, 
replicable and scalable. As such, PRIDE AFRICA is designing its 
business with a clear eye towards standards and partnerships. To 
facilitate the rapid expansion, DrumNet will offer its services 
through a variety of channels. During the business model 
confirmation phase, DrumNet is operating small footprint 
business support centres that are embedded with other existing 
organisations. By developing standardized service packages and 
operational processes, these new centres can be operated within 
existing cooperatives, Banks, SACCOs, MFIs and other 
institutions. Similar to a franchise model, these embedded centres 
will “plug “into the growing DrumNet network and will enjoy the 
advantages of a large, growing network of data, customers, 
partners and shared resources of the organisation.  

Currently sponsored by international donor agencies, the vision 
for DrumNet is a wide-spread, distributed network of partners, 
sharing and improving the DrumNet platform. The goal is 
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facilitating financial, marketing, and information transactions 
which directly stimulate wealth creation and economic integration 
of small farmers, particularly women, in Africa.   

 

Nairobi, 2007 


